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The Nest of the Turtledove (2016)

Song of Songs (2015)

Thursday 24 Nov, 18:00

Friday 25 Nov, 18:00

Drama, 101 min; Original title: Hnizdo horlytsi

Drama, 75 min; Original title: Pisnia pisen’

Directed by: Taras Tkachenko; Starring: Rymma Directed by: Eva Neymann; Starring: Arina Postolova,
Zyubina, Vitaliy Linetskyi, Mauro Cipriani, Lina Bernardi
Arsenij Semenov, Karen Badalov, Vitalina Bibliv
She is a middle-aged Ukrainian migrant worker in Italy.
He is an affluent Italian divorcee. And then… there is her
impoverished husband and a teenage daughter back
home. To make things worse, she gets pregnant by her
master. What will she choose? Inequality, class and gender drive this acclaimed new drama to the heights of tension amid moral complications that seem impossible to
resolve.

Two ten-year-olds fall in love. Two kids of two neighbour
families from the ghetto. This is the love of their life that
becomes a painful could-have-been as they only understand the truth of their feelings when it is too late. This
beautiful award-winning drama meticulously reconstructs
the lost world of Ukrainian Jewish culture as it was a century ago – with a few omens of the lingering tragedy surrounding a bittersweet love story.

The Trumpeter (2014)

Battle for Sevastopol (2015)

Saturday 26 Nov, 18:00

Sunday 27 Nov, 18:00
Military action/drama, 122
min
Original title: Nezlamna
Directed by: Serhiy Mokrytskyi
Starring: Yulia Peresild, Joan
Blackham, Yevgeny Tsyganov, Vitaliy Linetskyi

Family/musical, 85 min; Original title: Trubach
Directed by: Anatoliy Mateshko;
Starring: Leonid Shevchenko, Nonna Hryshayeva,
Rymma Zyubina, Volodymyr Horyanskyi, Irma Vitovska,
Oleksiy Horbunov

A Ukrainian sniper fighting against all odds in the occupied Crimea. Sounds familiar? Don’t rush – it’s 1942, and
the sniper is fighting off a Nazi invasion of the Soviet UnIf you’ve ever wondered what if Gogol Bordello made a
ion. And the sniper is a she. The real life story of Liudmymusical for kids… This is it! With music and lyrics by the la Pavlychenko, the most successful female sniper in
famed gypsy punk band’s violinist Sergey Ryabtsev, this world history who was the first Soviet citizen to visit the
colourful film tells the story of a rivalry between two kids’ White House and meet Eleanor Roosevelt, reminds of
jazz bands in which many a trumpet get broken, the au- millions of Ukrainians who fought Nazis in the Soviet arthoritarian teacher reveals his unexpected side, and Bal- my and beyond, but it also features some of the best
kan music pours with a truly Ukrainian generosity. Don’t battle scenes in East European film in years. Based on a
miss a bit of East European summer in November-ish
true story.
Stockholm!
Saga Bio, Kungsgatan 24, Stockholm
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